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Chicago Review Press
9781613736593
Pub Date: 9/1/16
Ship Date: 9/1/16
$19.99
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Ages 6 And Up, Grades 1 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006060
Series: Art Adventures

7.8 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Three-Dimensional Art Adventures
36 Creative, Artist-Inspired Projects in Sculpture, Ceramics, Textiles, and More
Maja Pitamic, Jill Laidlaw

Summary
Three-dimensional art is bold, tactile, and fun—in other words, perfect for children who love to get
their hands dirty.

Three-Dimensional Art Adventures introduces young artists, ages 6 and up, to groundbreaking
masterpieces and fresh techniques, then lets them loose. Children will:
- Weave a tapestry using yarn and a shoebox loom
- Use found and recycled materials to assemble a still-life collage
- Tie-dye a T-shirt using several pattern-creation techniques
- Design and build a shadow box on a personal theme
- Use modeling clay and pipe cleaners to create a spider sculpture
- Create a colorful flower arrangement using wire, tissue paper, and other materials
- Fold and cut paper, cardboard, and magazine photos to build an elaborate street scene
- Carve a portrait into a clay slab and paint the raised surfaces to enhance the image
- and 28 other engaging, hands-on projects.

Authors and educators Maja Pitamic and Jill Laidlaw also explore the stories and meanings behind 18
well-known works ...

Chicago Review Press
9781613731772
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$19.95
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Ages 6 And Up, Grades 1 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000

7.8 in W | 8.8 in H | 0.5 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Modern Art Adventures
36 Creative, Hands-On Projects Inspired by Artists from Monet to Banksy
Maja Pitamic, Jill Laidlaw

Summary
Bold and experimental art activities and for children who love to draw outside of the lines

Modern Art Adventures introduces young artists to groundbreaking masterpieces and fresh techniques,
then lets them loose to create their own works of art. Authors and educators Maja Pitamic and Jill
Laidlaw explore the stories and meanings behind 18 well-known works of modern art—including Frida
Kahlo’s Self-portrait with Small Monkey, Edvard Munch’s The Scream, Jackson Pollock’s Lavender Mist,
and Banksy’s Flower—giving readers inspiration for these kid-tested, exciting, and creative projects.
Children create two artworks based on the techniques and visual effects of the each featured piece of
art and the projects cover a wide range of media, from tissue paper mosaics to stencils to comic
cut-outs, with a variety of difficulty levels, always encouraging and expanding the child’s natural
creative abilities. No prior knowledge of modern art is required, just enthusiasm for the subject and a
willingness to discover.
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Crowood Press
9781785000270
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$32.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Drawing and Painting on the iPad
Diana Seidl

Summary
This book explains, in simple terms, all the processes and techniques the iPad offers. For the
novice, it gives a step-by-step guide to the tools and screen, and introduces concepts progressively
as you expand your skills. For those with more experience, it suggests advanced ideas. It also acts
as a guide to the artistic toolbox—using effects such as drawing with pencil, painting in oils, working
with watercolor, using felt tip pens and wax crayons—all on your lap without fuss and mess. Exercises
explain how to make pictures using the ArtRage app, and it also covers taking and editing
photographs, printing your images on a domestic printer, framing, and selling your prints. The
step-by-step examples demonstrate a range of fine art genres, including portrait, landscape,
flowers, still-life, and abstract composition. Emphasis is given to artistic techniques that can be
applied to different painting apps and other software.

Chicago Review Press
9781569767153
Pub Date: 6/1/12
$16.95/$18.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 52
Grades P And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006000

7 in W | 10 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

Art Is Every Day
Activities for the Home, Park, Museum, and City
Eileen S. Prince

Summary
Art isn’t just what you find in a museum, a sculpture park, or a one-period-a-week elementary

school curriculum—art is every day. This handy resource offers more than 65 ideas for parents,
grandparents, teachers, and others who want to bring meaningful, rich, and fun art experiences into
children’s lives. The projects are easy to do and require only inexpensive or free materials. Children
will:

Go on a photographic scavenger hunt looking for forms and shapesWrite a short biography based
on a museum portrait using only clues found in the paintingPractice printmaking using Styrofoam
platesExplore perspective by following the shapes of buildings viewed from different anglesMake
a sand casting on a trip to the beachand moreArt Is Every Day is the perfect resource for parents
whose children’s school has cut its art program, for grandparents who want to share fun activities
with their grandchildren, or for art teachers who would like to support their curriculum with fresh
ideas for field trips and homework assignments.
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Awa Press
9780958291606
Pub Date: 4/1/09
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

136 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Art  /  Reference
ART025000

5.3 in W | 7.5 in H | 0.7 in T

How to Look at a Painting
Justin Paton

Summary
Encompassing a review of important paintings worldwide—both classical and modern—this exploration
assures that anyone can understand and admire art. The reader will find increased appreciation for
paintings, greater knowledge of different artists, and improved confidence in this brilliant exposition
of painting in all its forms. The keen art collector, serious student, and occasional gallery visitor can
all benefit from this journey of exploration through the centuries and across the painted world. This
enduringly popular guide was selected as the best art book of the year by national and international
newspapers and magazines and awarded the 2006 Montana Book Award for Contemporary Culture.

Michael O'Mara
9781910552087
Pub Date: 3/1/16
Ship Date: 3/1/16
$24.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Art  /  Body Art & Tattooing
ART055000
Territory: US & CA

9.7 in H | 7.4 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Tattoo Masters
Lal Hardy

Summary
Tattoo artist Lal Hardy examines some of the best-known names in the tattoo business, and how
they got to the top

Renowned tattoo artist Lal Hardy introduces some of the world’s most esteemed tattoo artists, and
selects some of their finest work. One of the most popular modern art forms, tattoos are everywhere
and the designs have come a long way from the traditional roses, Celtic crosses, and Chinese
symbols. Tattoo Masters features some of the most pioneering and well-known names, such as Bob
Tyrrell, Horiyoshi 3, Joe Capobianco, Louis Molloy, Valerie Vargas, Paul Booth, Filip Leu, and Freddy
Negrete. For each artist, Lal outlines how and why they have become influential and revered within
the tattoo world. Descriptions of the artists are accompanied by over 250 color photographs. Written
by someone in the heart of this vibrant and constantly evolving world, Tattoo Masters is a fascinating
guide to the artists who are creating some of the most imaginative and exciting tattoo art today.
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Wilkinson Press
9781922178947
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$14.95/$17.95 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

92 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Body Art & Tattooing
ART055000

12.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.3 in
T | 1.1 lb Wt

World's Best Tattoo Models
Ákos Bánfalvi

Summary
Beauty comes in many forms, and at least three of those are represented here. First, there are
some of the most beautiful women in the world. Next, there's the beauty of an art form—the art of
the tattoo. The tattoos seen here represent some of the best tattoo art done to date. Finally, there's
the beauty of another art form entirely—the photography. Combine all the lovely models and their
remarkable tattoos into a book with oversized pages filled with incredible photos, and a certain
synergy emerges. The power of the images makes it all too easy to turn from one page to another,
before going back for a second and third look. Two plus two does equal five when images of Amelia
Dinmore, Monica Renee, and Katie Omand—taken by artists like Keith Selle, Greg Truelove and
Justice Howard—flow through the book, interrupted only by complementary biographies and
interviews.

Summersdale
9781849537254
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Body Art & Tattooing
ART055000

7.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Inked
The World?s Most Impressive, Unique and Innovative Tattoos
Lola Mars

Summary
Inked brings you a stunning collection of the most intricate, unique, and exquisite tattoos, from the
subtle and delicate to one-of-a-kind whole-body pieces. Showcasing a range of innovative new styles
as well as traditional designs, and packing a punch of color and charisma, this book is proof that a
tattoo is not just ink; it’s art.
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Chicago Review Press
9781569762165
Pub Date: 7/1/08
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Includes 8-page color insert
Carton Qty: 29
Education  /  Teaching
Methods & Materials
EDU029050

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.4 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Art Is Fundamental
Teaching the Elements and Principles of Art in Elementary School
Eileen S. Prince

Summary
This comprehensive art curriculum can easily be integrated into any teacher's existing instruction and
provides thrilling and rewarding projects for elementary art students, including printmaking
techniques, tessellations, watercolors, calligraphic lines, organic form sculptures, and value collages.
Detailed lessons—developed and tested in classrooms over many years—build on one another in a
logical progression and explore the elements of texture, color, shape, line, form, and value, and
principles such as balance (formal, informal and radial,) unity, contrast, movement, distortion,
emphasis, pattern and rhythm. Each lesson also represents an interdisciplinary approach that
improves general vocabulary and supports science, math, social studies, and language arts. Though
written for elementary school teachers, it can be easily condensed and adapted for middle or even
high school students. A beautiful eight-page color insert demonstrates just how sophisticated young
children’s art can be when kids are given the opportunity to develop their skills.

Chicago Review Press
9781556525803
Pub Date: 11/1/05
$18.95/$20.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Grades K to 12
Education  /  Teaching
Methods & Materials
EDU029050

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.5 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

How to Talk to Children About Art
Françoise Barbe-Gall

Summary
Anticipating how kids react to paintings by artists as diverse as Botticelli, Vermeer, Degas, Chagall,
and Pollack, this resource for adults who want children to love and understand art prepares them for
the types of questions kids ask. Providing parents and teachers with valuable tips for making any
visit to a museum with children a success, this guide offers a great primer or refresher course on art
history, allowing adults to confidently answer common questions, such as why some paintings are
signed and others are not, some pictures are small and others are very large, and why the Dutch
paint so much fruit. Questions and answers about 30 well-known paintings provide historical
background, explain genres such as still life and portrait, and demystify religious and mythological
themes. Color-coded tabs let adults flip to sections appropriate to the ages of their children (5–7
years, 8–10 years, 11–13+ years).
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Chicago Review Press
9781569761298
Pub Date: 3/1/02
$27.95/$41.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 38
Education  /  Teaching
Methods & Materials
EDU029050

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.4 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Art Matters
Strategies, Ideas, and Activities to Strengthen Learning Across the Curriculum
Eileen S. Prince

Summary
This collection of ideas and lesson plans will help classroom and homeschool teachers integrate art
into their general curriculum. These inventive and effective methods use the visual arts to inspire
creative writing and drama; explore math, music, science, and history; and cultivate critical thinking
skills. Art instructors will learn strategies for incorporating other areas of study into the art classroom.
Ranging from thought-provoking suggestions to concrete, hands-on lesson plans, these activities
include an extensive resource list for classroom teachers without an art background.

Crowood Press
9781847971715
Pub Date: 6/1/10
$47.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Art  /  Techniques
ART031000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.4 in T
| 1.3 lb Wt

Painting and Understanding Abstract Art
John Lowry

Summary
Presenting a practical method for painting abstracts, this examination also explains how to approach
and understand abstract art. It moves the teaching of art from a doing level of painting a certain
subject in a particular medium to a thinking level of What am I doing when I paint? and What am I
trying to say in this painting? Using applicable exercises with explanatory text, John Lowry develops the
thinking and doing processes together, leading the reader to a greater understanding and
appreciation of this most exciting art genre.
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Crowood Press
9781785000317
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$32.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Color Theory
ART007000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Colour and Abstraction
George Blacklock

Summary
Colour and Abstraction looks at how color was liberated from its subservient role to drawing in
developing pictorial space, and how—with traditional roles broken—abstraction was born, allowing a
more vibrant use of color. As a practical book, it explores how paint can determine the color and
drawing within a painting, especially in relation to how expressive, cool, gestural, tactile, or intense
the work will be. This, in turn, can determine the kind of pictorial space that the artist uses, moving
both toward and away from depiction. This new book encourages you to understand how color relates
to abstraction, and create a method of painting that challenges and advances your own style.

Crowood Press
9781861269515
Pub Date: 7/23/07
$37.95/$41.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 35
Art  /  Techniques
ART010000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.5 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

Drawing Caricatures
Doug Eyre

Summary
This survey illustrates the art of caricature, a long-established form that uses exaggeration to make
a satirical or humorous point. Moving from observation to simple aspects of drawing, the style's
strong technical principles as well as an explanation on caricaturing the face feature by feature are
discussed. Exploring tools, mediums, and materials from the quill pen to digitized imaging, this
unique handbook will enable every artist to learn the method and develop their own style.
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Graffito Books
9781909051027
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$47.95/$57.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 3.1 lb
Wt

Biomech Art
Surrealism, Cyborgs and Alien Universes
Martin de Diego Sádaba

Summary
H. R. Giger created the world of the 1980 Alien movie without the benefit of a Mac and is still a major
inspiration for today's obsessive digital artists. Now a collection of artists working in surrealist
biomechanical graphis in art, computer games, and movies with far more powerful tools at their
disposal to create their own alien art are pushing the boundaries of the visual—the new Gigers. This
book features more than 50 top artists from around the world working in the genre where the
boundaries between computer games and movies increasingly blur.

Graffeg
9781910862582
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$22.95/$30.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016000

9.8 in H | 8 in W

Creative Me
A Practical Guide to the Joy of Paint
Helen Elliott

Summary
This unique and inspirational book is designed to help fire up your creativity and give you skills to
develop great paintings. In the space of 64 pages, you'll learn how to overcome self doubt, find your
own unique artistic voice, and become a more creative and productive artist. This practical guide to
creativity is suitable for people with a passion for art at all skill levels.
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Crowood Press
9781847979773
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000
Territory: US & CA

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Painting Still Life in Gouache
Kevin Scully

Summary
Learn about the Gouache painting style and how to use it as a fine artist with the help of this
illustrated guide

Gouache is an exciting, forgiving, and versatile fine art medium. It has a long history going back
many centuries, but for some time it has been seen as a medium for illustrators and designers. It
has now been rediscovered by the fine artist. In this beautiful book, Kevin Scully champions its cause
and explores its attributes. He explains how it can be used to exciting and stunning effect when
painting still life, and how to understand and use color effectively. There are sections on paint, color,
tone, light, and shadow, and advice on painting flowers, objects, and backgrounds. Finally, Kevin
demonstrates both traditional and contemporary approaches with step-by-step examples.

Crowood Press
9781847977502
Pub Date: 10/1/14
Ship Date: 10/1/14
$34.95/$41.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 13
Art  /  Techniques
ART029000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.6 lb Wt

Painting Expressive Watercolour
Bridget Woods

Summary
This practical guide allows artists to learn to express sensations and ideas through watercolor
painting

Watercolor offers great potential for expression. Its fluidity, full color range, generous spread, and
variety of marks can portray a likeness, a response, a feeling—even the notions of time and speed.
It explains the importance of color, tone, shape, texture, and scale through exercises and shared
techniques. But it also encourages the artist to explore the joy of the medium, to develop handling
skills, confidence, and to find their unique painting "voice." Included is advice on getting started,
such as collecting materials, the fundamentals, and mark-making; ideas to trigger the imagination
for developing personal style; and a variety of images to inspire and encourage. There is also help
and advice throughout to practice new skills and gain confidence with a medium that has the
potential magnificence of a "full orchestra," but which can be slipped into the pocket.
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Crowood Press
9781847970886
Pub Date: 7/1/09
$37.95/$45.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 17
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050010

11 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Drawing and Painting People
A Fresh Approach
Emily Ball

Summary
Written by a practicing artist and tutor, this guide to creating confident, defiant art contains inspiring
examples, thought-provoking insights, and practical advice about how to become more expressive
and adventurous with your work. This book is for people who are serious about painting and want to
develop work that is personal and exceptional in quality.

Crowood Press
9781785000492
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Painting Self-Portraits
Andrew James, Paul James

Summary
Self-portraiture is a remarkably rich and varied genre, acting for centuries as a means for artists to
explore their inner and outer selves. This book looks deeper into the motives and thoughts that lie
behind the creative process. It also balances the goals of technical proficiency and emotional
authenticity so the artist is better equipped to make a compelling self-portrait. Written by identical
twins, it offers a personalized, practical, and theoretical guide to this most powerful of art forms. This
book looks at the whole creative process involved in making a self-portrait, with extended
step-by-step demonstrations following three differing approaches to self-portraiture. With an
emphasis on the use of good observational skills, expressive paint use, and a highly practical and
critical self-analysis, this guide also offers a thorough cultural and theoretical review of the history
and categorization of the self-portrait, as well as an analysis of two master self-portraits.
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Crowood Press
9781847977151
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Art  /  Techniques
ART018000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Painting with Oils
David Howell

Summary
This practical book puts the joy of painting with oils within reach of all who want to develop their
skills

Oils give a rich, majestic quality to a painting, but may often be deemed too tricky or ambitious to
try. Examples of landscape, marine, nude, and equestrian paintings will inspire and show the rich
diversity, texture, and depth that oil painting can achieve. Written by a professional painter, this
volume encourages artists of all levels to experiment with the medium and to develop their art.
Included is information on the importance of drawings, and a guide to oil paints, suggesting a key
range of colors. Step-by-step examples throughout offer practical tips and advice on composition,
color and light, and framing.

Crowood Press
9781847978837
Pub Date: 9/15/15
Ship Date: 9/15/15
$32.95/$39.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000
Territory: US & CA

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.5 lb Wt

Painting with Acrylics
Ian Coleman

Summary
Learn how to get the most out of acrylic paints with this guide's clear instructions and photographic
examples

Acrylics are a versatile and exciting medium, but how can you get the most from these paints? This
book shows you how. With step-by-step examples, it explains the core brush skills for a beginner.
For those with more experience, it introduces a range of techniques so you can learn, for example,
how to blend your colors, use transparent washes to create tones, and paint multiple layers of thick
and thin textures to give your work subtlety. The paints are so forgiving that there are no rules, just
opportunities to have fun and experiment with their great potential. There are eleven classic paint
techniques featured. With Ian's clear instruction, this book guides you through the principles of
handling the paint, which can be applied to any style of painting, however loose, expressive, or
abstract it may be. With focus on brush skills to achieve a range of styles and finishes, and a range
of examples including people, still life, abstract, and animals, this clear, instructional g...
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Crowood Press
9781785000744
Pub Date: 9/28/16
Ship Date: 9/28/16
$32.95/$44.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
189 colour images
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Techniques
ART020000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 10.5 in T

Figurative Painting With Collage
Rod Judkins

Summary
Collage is an innovative and exciting technique that invigorates the artistic process through unusual
associations and dislocated imagery. This practical book shows how collage can be used to portray
the figure in new and challenging ways. Written for both novices and experienced artists, it explains
the fundamental techniques used to manipulate different paints and collage, while encouraging
experimentation and individual development.

Robert Hale
9780719807411
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$32.95/$39.95 Can./£18.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art  /  Techniques
ART029000

9.8 in H | 7.6 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Basic Watercolour
How to Paint What You See
Charles Williams

Summary
A range of artists share their very diverse approaches to painting in watercolor, to give the reader
an idea of how adaptable and enjoyable this medium is

Covering the definition of watercolor and practical materials needed, this guide also takes readers
through the drawing involved, and the particularities of painting landscape, garden, still life, and
portraits. It also discussesd using colored paper and opaque paint, and explores a variety of
contemporary artists using watercolor. Watercolor has an anomalous position in the visual arts. The
contradictory ideas that it is very difficult to use and that it is a beginner's medium mean that it has
long been sidelined in favor of oil and acrylic paints. But while watercolor painting does have
particular difficulties, it is transparent and therefore fairly unforgiving, its advantages are huge. It is
light and easy to carry the tools around, it is easy to clean and to prepare, it is unobtrusive, and a
lot of the material you need you will already have around the house—a jam jar, water and don't
forget the most important item: toilet paper...
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Crowood Press

9781847978004

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$32.95/$39.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

112 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Art  /  Techniques

ART029000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1 lb Wt

Botanical Painting with Watercolour
Daphne Hicks

Summary
A beautifully illustrated, essential guide to the joy and principles of painting plants and flowers with
watercolors

The characteristics of watercolor naturally complement botanical art, and this beautiful book shows
you how to make the most of this versatile medium. It starts by guiding you through the
complexities of painting flowers, with advice on materials and color mixing, building confidence with
step-by-step examples. As well as emphasizing the importance of observation and botanical
accuracy, this book advises artists on using color to achieve translucency and clarity and suggests
ways of using layering techniques. Structured by season to include a range of flowers and plants, it
also offers ideas and tips on composition, and how to include animal life.

Crowood Press

9781847979056

Pub Date: 10/1/15

Ship Date: 10/1/15

$29.95/$35.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Art  /  Techniques

ART018000

Territory: US & CA

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Painting the Nude in Oils
Adele Wagstaff

Summary
Discover the art of using oils to paint nude figures with this helpful painting manual

The nude has inspired artists for centuries and continues to inspire us today. Alongside a historical
study of the nude in painting, this book introduces oil paint and gives advice on techniques when
using this challenging and rewarding medium. Capturing the beauty of form and the delicate colors
of the figure, it celebrates the powerful images that examine human relationships, personality, and
psychology. Topics covered include: a review of the importance and contribution of the nude in
painting; instruction on materials, the color palette, and stretching your own canvas; advice on the
practicalities of working with a model in the studio; color-mixing exercises to explore color
relationships and temperature; and, finally, step-by-step examples that demonstrate the
progression of a painting.
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Crowood Press

9781847977984

Pub Date: 5/1/15

Ship Date: 5/1/15

$39.95/$47.95 Can./£16.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Art  /  Mixed Media

ART017000

11 in H | 8.7 in W | 0.4 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

Expressive Painting in Mixed Media
Soraya French

Summary
Aimed at artists, teachers, and designers in watercolor, oil, pastel, drawing, and collage, this guide
teaches and encourages artists to work with more than one medium to create exciting visual and
textural effects in paintings

Whether you love the vibrancy of pastels, the versatility of acrylics, or the dynamism of collage, this
book shows you how to combine them to make a unique piece of art. Alongside Soraya's beautiful
paintings, it encourages the artist to express themselves, to experiment with their own creative
ideas, and to enjoy the magical potential of painting in mixed media. Materials discussed include
gels, pastes, and paper collage, as well as paint, and step-by-step demonstrations explain how to
build paintings layer by layer. Included are projects which will help the artist put theories into practice,
and the advice offered throughout leads them through techniques while warning against common
mistakes. Mixed in are ideas which suggest ways to create a personal visual voice.

Crowood Press

9781847978240

Pub Date: 5/1/15

Ship Date: 5/1/15

$49.95/$59.95 Can./£16.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050010

11 in H | 8.7 in W | 0.4 in T

| 1.2 lb Wt

Drawing the Nude
Structure, Anatomy and Observation
Stuart Elliot

Summary
An inspirational guide to understanding the human form, this reference book will help artists to
draw more compelling and informed nudes

This is an exciting approach to drawing the human body. Divided into three parts, on structure,
anatomy, and observation, it introduces a set of principles and develops a treasury of ideas for the
artist to follow. While recognizing the importance of observation, it focuses more on a conceptual
understanding of the construction of the body in anatomical terms. In doing so, it encourages the
cultivation of more informed observation, and accommodates those who work from memory,
imagination, and invention. Explanations are provided on the use of light and shadows to express
form, as well as the gesture of the figure, through short drawings that analyze the flow of movement
through the body. There are also instructions on how to begin with elementary forms that can then
be distorted, transformed, and combined, leading to compound forms, and information on the
musculo-skeletal form, while also providing a set of tools for analyzing its parts. Superbly ill...
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Pavilion

9781909396425

Pub Date: 11/1/14

Ship Date: 11/1/14

$14.99/$17.99 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

112 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Ages 10 And Up, Grades 5

And Up

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art

JNF006000

7.9 in H | 5.9 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Cool Art
50 Fantastic Facts for Kids of All Ages
Simon Armstrong

Summary
A colorful, playful guide to the world of art—from major movements to how the artistic mind works
and how to behave in an art gallery

Cool Art, a neat primer on all things art, introduces all the key characters, moments, and movements
in the history of art to the present day. From Caravaggio to Banksy, the Renaissance to Minimalism,
young readers can explore the ideas, meaning, and techniques behind the world's masterpieces,
with a hefty dose of fun along the way. Much more than a basic history of art, this fascinating book
explains how color works, how to have a profound experience in an art gallery (and what not to say
while you're there), and how to tap into one's own innate creativity and become an artist. Packed with
intriguing and playful images, this is an ideal gift for all ages—not only will it engage young people
in creative ideas, it will also provide a feast of useful facts for adults to impress their friends with at
dinner parties.

Discover Art

9781887823388

Pub Date: 4/28/08

$22.95/$27.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Art  /  Techniques

ART010000

Series: 30 Minute Art Series

8.8 in W | 10.8 in H | 0.5 in

T | 1 lb Wt

So You Thought You Couldn't Draw? (7th Edition)

Draw 101 Home Study Course Workbook: Level 101
Sandra McFall Angelo

Summary
Created for aspiring artists whose work never even made it onto their mother’s refrigerator, this
handbook contains an accessible, step-by-step program for learning how to draw. This revised
edition breaks the process down into three distinct stages—the first presents the key techniques that
form the core of the process; the second focuses solely on texture; and the third outlines how to
select and use photographs to be used as references for drawing. Designed as a self-study
workbook, this handbook provides clear, specific instructions that eliminate guesswork and enable
amateurs to master drawing techniques in no time. Gridded exercise pages make it easy to
complete the lessons right in the book.
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Crowood Press

9781785001635

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$32.95/$44.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

265 colour photographs

Carton Qty: 0

Art  /  Techniques

ART052000

11 in H | 8.5 in W | 11.5 in T

Painting and Drawing the Head
Daniel Shadbolt

Summary
Painting and Drawing the Head combines technical instruction, art history references, and thoughts on
the day-to-day practice of painting the head from life. The rich text, supported by more than 100
paintings, gives a thoughtful account of the process of capturing a likeness. After introducing
materials, principles, and ideas, it follows the course of painting a head in five sittings, providing
unique insight and practical comment throughout: from the choice of ground for the picture, through
the set-up, the structure of the sessions, guidance on how to compose and what palette to use, all
the way to the later stages of developing a portrait over time.

Crowood Press

9781847975997

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$34.95/$41.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.6 lb Wt

Drawing and Painting Horses
Alison Wilson

Summary
From fundamental principles to advanced methods
Horses may seem to be a challenging subject for an artist, but this book makes equestrian drawing
and painting accessible. It explains the fundamental principles of drawing before guiding the reader
through the advanced methods of painting a horse. With beautiful illustrations throughout in
graphite pencil and oils, this book informs and helps every artist who wants to improve or develop
their equestrian work. It offers an introduction to traditional subjects; information on drawing
materials and methods; advice on working from life; and details of horse anatomy, structure, and
gaits. Drawing and painting exercises are included.
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Crowood Press

9781847974891

Pub Date: 5/1/14

Ship Date: 5/1/14

$29.95/$32.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Art  /  Subjects & Themes

ART050030

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.5 lb Wt

Drawing and Painting Insects
Andrew Tyzack

Summary
A beautiful guide for botanical artists, natural historians, wildlife artists, and biologists

Whatever an artist's experience, whether new to the subject or a seasoned entomologist, this book
can help them capture the beauty of insects by helping them understand their structure and
appreciate their behavior, movement, color, and habitat. It offers advice on finding insects to draw
and paint, including how to raise one's own insect models. It also offers a guide to the anatomy and
life cycles of the insect. Step-by-step demonstrations of drawings illustrate perspective, tonal values,
and mark-making techniques. Examples of watercolor and oil paintings are given, representing
insects in precise, scientific renditions as well as more creative interpretations. Other uses of insect
illustration are discussed, including printmaking, sculpture, leather, and glass. The book is superbly
illustrated by more than 500 examples and insights from leading artists.

Allen & Unwin

9781742377988

Pub Date: 4/1/12

$8.99/$11.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art

JNF006020

10.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in

T | 0.4 lb Wt

You Can Draw Anything
Kim Gamble

Summary
If you look, really look, and see the lines and shapes that things are made of, you can draw
anything
A popular picture-book illustrator shows kids how they can draw anything they want. Kids will learn
that if they can write numbers and the letters A-Z, they can draw anything. With step-by-step
guidance, helpful tips, and flip pictures, he shows how to draw animals, faces, bodies, people in
action, buildings, machines, and anything else kids can think of. He also covers giving pictures
depth, using perspective, and using light and shade. Plenty of stories, jokes, and examples make
this approach to drawing intriguing, effective, and fun.
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Graffito Books

9781909051003

Pub Date: 8/1/13

$49.95/$59.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Art  /  Popular Culture

ART023000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 3.2 lb

Wt

Motorcycle Graphics
Outsider Art, Graphics and Illustration
Gary Inman

Summary
More than 30 artists from across the globe share their art depicting freedom and speed in two
dimensions
Classic and vintage motorbikes are once again at the epicenter of counterculture. Talk to any of the
custom shops and you realize that filmmakers, artists, surfers, designers, skaters, and many A-list
actors are buying, riding, and commissioning motorcycles that move them. After decades of being
marketed as a midlife crisis toy, the motorcycle and the culture that surrounds it are returning to
their authentic roots—real machines ridden by those who care about the machine and the release
from quotidian drudgery, rather than show. In the wake of this cultural shift have emerged many new
boutique custom shops and street riding outfitters. Even more significantly, a wave of vibrant new
graphic design has emerged worldwide to give the movement its aesthetic stamp. It is this work
which is documented here, and will be hugely inspiring to anyone on the scene and graphic designers
alike. Artists include Will Barras (UK), Dirty Donny (San Francisco), Leviathan (Spain), Shawn
McKinney (Los ...

Crowood Press

9781847976833

Pub Date: 11/1/14

Ship Date: 11/1/14

$22.95/$27.95 Can./£9.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

112 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Jewelry

CRA014000

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.3 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Making Silver Jewellery
Louise Mary Muttitt

Summary
Nothing beats the satisfaction of creating and making your own designs, and this book can show
any silversmith how

Silver is an exciting and versatile material for jewelry makers, both beginners and the more
advanced. Full of inspiring ideas and finished pieces, this book explains more than 40 processes,
including the more advanced techniques such as fold forming and keum-boo, and encourages the
reader to experiment with their own designs. Included are step-by-step explanations with bench tips
from the author's own experience, and advice on the jewelry process, including how to gather
inspiration for designs and considerations for making wearable jewelry. There is also a chapter
dedicated to the surface finishing and polishing of silver to give your designs a professional finish.
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Crowood Press

9781861263155

Pub Date: 4/1/00

$35.00/$39.00 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Crafts & Hobbies  / 

Beadwork

CRA048000

Series: The Art of Crafts

8.7 in W | 10.2 in H | 0.6 in

T | 1.3 lb Wt

Decorative Beads
Sara Withers

Summary
Working with decorative beads is one of the most exciting and rewarding of crafts. In Decorative
Beads, jeweler Sara Withers fully demonstrates their potential. She offers a complete guide to the
long history of beads as well as an introduction to the tools, threads, findings, and to a wide variety
of ornamental beads. Through step-by-step color photographs and instructions, you can work your
way through projects that will teach you a comprehensive range of techniques for bead jewelry
making, for designing and threading necklaces, and for creating earrings, wirework, and beadwork.
Strikingly illustrated in full color, this is a must for anyone drawn to this lovely craft.

Crowood Press

9781847971586

Pub Date: 4/1/10

$45.00/$54.00 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Metal

Work

CRA017000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 0.6 in

T | 1.7 lb Wt

Pewter
Designs and Techniques
Fleur Grenier

Summary
Pewter is an age-old craft that is enjoying a revival today. This book celebrates its heritage and
qualities by explaining the techniques that have been used for hundreds of years and continue to be
used today. The basic techniques involved with working with pewter are explained as well as how they
can be applied to make a range of exciting pieces far beyond the realms of tankards and hip flasks.
The polished luster of pewter lends to contemporary designs. The modern pewter, lead-free alloy,
does not tarnish or turn the dull gray color of the old pewter.
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Crowood Press

9781847976154

Pub Date: 11/1/14

Ship Date: 11/1/14

$49.95/$59.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Metal

Work

CRA017000

6.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 2.2 lb

Wt

Silversmithing
A Contemporary Guide to Making
Brian Hill, Andrew Putland

Summary
With case studies from leading silversmiths, a lavish guide to creating stunning and innovative
designs in silver

As well as promoting the traditional origins of handmaking craft skills, this lavish book explains the
latest techniques and opportunities that exist for today's designer silversmith. Written by two
experienced designer craftsmen, this book takes a fresh and exciting approach by converting craft
theory into visual language that informs, educates, and inspires you to try a new technique, extend
your skills, and develop your own personal direction. Included is a comprehensive account of
manufacturing techniques, the cultural and historical context of the making and crafting of
silverware, and a unique collection and profile of designers in handmaking, production, and
technology. There is practical hands-on advice throughout the chapters, as well as world-class
examples of surface decoration and specialist aspects of the craft.

Crowood Press

9781785000218

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$19.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

108 colour photographs

Carton Qty: 32

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Metal

Work

CRA017000

9.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.2 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Making Sculpture from Scrap Metal
Peter Parkinson

Summary
Transforming unlikely pieces of scrap metal into significant works of art - giving new life to things we
throw away - is an accessible, creative, and fulfilling activity. This book describes and illustrates the
concerns and techniques involved in making this kind of sculpture, looking behind the work at the
richness and diversity of an area of sculpture that deserves to be far better known. Topics covered
include the role and purpose of sculpture, the particular qualities of sculpture made from scrap
metal, and the practical processes involved in its making. It also covers sources of scrap metal,
identifying metals, reviewing metalworking techniques, creative approaches, different types of
sculpture, and the making, finishing, and installation of pieces of sculpture.
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Crowood Press

9781785000331

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$19.95/$23.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

112 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Metal

Work

CRA017000

9.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.3 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

Creative Blacksmithing
Peat Oberon

Summary
Discover the thrill of working with hot metal and creating your own pieces. This book shows you how:
with lavish photographs, it captures the excitement of working at the fire and explains the
techniques to get you started. Aimed at blacksmiths, sculptors, metal workers, and farriers, this
guide begins with what you need to get started, including equipment and materials. Drawing on
traditional methods, it encourages you to develop your own style and to design your own tools and
creations. Step-by-step instructions to shaping, bending, splitting, and drawing down hot metal are
given along with advice on traditional methods to fasten metal pieces together. Projects included in
this new book are making a hanging basket bracket and a toasting fork.

Crowood Press

9781861267429

Pub Date: 3/1/05

$29.95/$32.95 Can./£12.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Crafts & Hobbies  / 

Leatherwork

CRA050000

8.9 in H | 7.6 in W | 0.4 in T

| 1 lb Wt

Leatherwork
A Manual of Techniques
Geoffrey West

Summary
Leather is a strong and versatile material, which is highly suitable for handicrafts. Anyone can learn
the techniques of leatherworking, and with some basic tools and a little patience can produce articles
that are both aesthetically pleasing and practical. This book offers advice on selection of tools and
different types of leather; step-by-step instruction on the techniques of cutting, bevelling,
burnishing, hand-stitching, carving, stamping, and thronging; tips on how to avoid common pitfalls;
and a range of interesting projects.
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Crowood Press

9781847971364

Pub Date: 4/1/10

$45.00/$54.00 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 26

Crafts & Hobbies  / 

Leatherwork

CRA050000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 0.7 in

T | 1.9 lb Wt

Leatherwork
A Practical Guide
Chris Taylor

Summary
Leatherwork is a centuries-old craft which is as absorbing and enjoyable today as ever. This book
introduces the basic tools and techniques needed before explaining more advanced ideas for
designing and decorating leather—such as curving, stamping, and coloring—as well as the care and
repair of leather. With an easy-to-follow text, step-by-step photographs, and explanatory line
drawings, this practical book describes how to use those techniques to make handmade items with a
professional finish.

Crowood Press

9781847977212

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$49.95/$59.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Art  /  Mixed Media

ART017000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 2.6 lb Wt

The Language of Mixed-Media Sculpture
Jac Scott

Summary
A sumptuously illustrated volume that will inspire those intrigued by and interested in
contemporary sculpture

Both a survey and a lavish celebration of contemporary approaches to sculptures that are formed
from more than one material, this book profiles the discipline in all its expanded forms, and
recognizes sculpture in the 21st century not as something solid and static, but rather as a fluid
interface in material, time, and space. It reveals the inspirations, influences, and creative journeys
of more than 30 contemporary artists, and explains the practical processes and raw materials they
use. An introductory chapter contextualizes textile perspectives in mixed-media sculpture and
discusses elements that concern the sculptor in the 21st century. Illuminating texts explore the
creative journeys of contemporary artists, insightfully profiling more than 30 prodigious sculptors
specializing in mixed-media sculpture. Informative technical information is also provided on creating
sculpture from plastic, rubber, plaster, metal, and paper.
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Crowood Press

9781847970565

Pub Date: 4/1/09

$24.95/$27.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Pottery

& Ceramics

CRA028000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 0.3 in

T | 1 lb Wt

The Art of Decorative Mosaics
Elaine M. Goodwin

Summary
The art of mosaic making is well documented from earliest times, and many good examples survive.
Elaine M. Goodwin, a mosaic artist of international standing, describes the tools, materials,
techniques, and methods needed, so that readers can create their own mosaics with confidence and
understanding. The book is designed to instruct and inspire, and is lavishly illustrated throughout
with full-color photographs. The author's love of the mosaic medium both as a contemporary art
form and in its inspirational historical context shines through.

Crowood Press

9781847972163

Pub Date: 5/1/11

$29.95/$32.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Crafts & Hobbies  /  Pottery

& Ceramics

CRA028000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.5 in T

| 1.3 lb Wt

The Art of Throwing
Alex McErlain

Summary
New in paperback, this manual is aimed at both potters and pottery enthusiasts, explaining not only
how clay pots are made, but why they are made and the factors that influence the way they look
Throwing is more than a technique: in order for thrown pots to have meaning, it is vital that the
integral role played by materials, process, context, and precedent is considered. This book places
the practical nature of throwing pots into a wider perspective, beginning with a look at some historical
examples that provide an inspiring background to the study. It then analyzes throwing as a form of
expression, exploring ideas and the way artists develop them. The core of the book examines the
processes, including clay preparation, beginning throwing, and developing skills. Step-by-step color
photos follow the throwing of various pot types and capture delicate methods, such as the pulling of
a handle. Lavish photos of finished work and interviews with leading potters then demonstrate the
diverse ways in which throwing is used and the opportunities it presents. Learning the potter's
language of ...
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Crowood Press

9781847974136

Pub Date: 4/1/13

$42.95/$51.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Art  /  Techniques

ART053000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 1.6 lb

Wt

The Secrets of Bronze Casting
Sarah Craske

Summary
An essential guide to the secrets and creative potential of bronze casting aimed at artists,
sculptors, and foundries

Bronze casting is exciting and versatile: bronze can be poured or shaped to any required form.
However, there are few people who understand the full process and this practical book reveals its
secrets and celebrates its versatility. With step-by-step guides and advice throughout, it focuses on
the casting of fine art sculpture, using the "lost wax" process. By explaining the process and its
potential, the book encourages artists to experiment and thereby produce exciting and unexpected
results. It also offers insight into the history of bronze casting, advice on installing a foundry in your
own studio, and guidance on working with foundries, as well as inspiration in the form of photographs
of works by practicing contemporary artists.

Crowood Press

9781861265975

Pub Date: 6/1/04

$55.00/$66.00 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Crafts & Hobbies  / 

Printmaking

CRA029000

8.6 in W | 10.3 in H | 0.6 in

T | 1.7 lb Wt

Etching
A Guide to Traditional Techniques
Alan Smith

Summary
Etching today is regarded as the old man of printmaking, its roots lying with alchemists and
armourers. It has slowly evolved over the centuries, taking and incorporating new developments such
as photography in its stride. This book teaches the basics of etching, such as the materials required,
how to prepare a plate, and ways of making marks using hard ground, soft ground an aquatint;
other etching techniques including spit-bite and sugar lift and how to transfer images onto the plate
using photo etching; engraving, such as various ways of marking the plate without acid, drypoint,
line engraving, stipple engraving, and mezzotint; and printing advice on papers and inks, the
printing process, and advanced techniques such as color printing.
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Crowood Press
9781861263377
Pub Date: 7/1/00
$45.00/$53.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 35
Crafts & Hobbies  /  Pottery
& Ceramics
CRA028000

7.4 in W | 9.7 in H | 0.6 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Working with Paperclay and Other Additives
Anne Lightwood

Summary
Using fibers with clay is not a new idea, but using fibers absorbed within the structure of the clay
body is a concept that has recently, and rapidly, taken root among potters. Paperclay is now widely
recognized as a material which allows great freedom of expression, relieving the maker of many of
the technical problems associated with conventional clays. With lavish illustrations throughout,
Working with Paperclay and Other Additives provides the expertise to inspire potters to discover this
exciting material and, for those already smitten, to try new techniques and ideas by drawing on the
examples and experiences from different artists.

Crowood Press
9781847979032
Pub Date: 10/1/15
Ship Date: 10/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Art  /  Prints
ART048000
Territory: US & CA

9.5 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.3 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Making Woodblock Prints
Merlyn Chesterton, Rod Nelson

Summary
Learn about the art of woodblock printing and how to make your own pieces in this beautifully
illustrated guide

Woodblock printing is an ancient art form, which produces beautiful, subtle, and lively pieces with just
a few simple materials. This book introduces the art, and shares technical information and ideas for
those with more experience. Drawing on the vibrant living traditions from China and Japan, it is both
a technical guide and an inspiration. Included is a wide range of exciting examples of printed
woodcuts, along with advice on materials and tools, and a step-by-step guide to sharpening. Read
up on techniques used to achieve quality prints and perfect registration. Finally, there is a description
of editioning conventions.
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Crowood Press
9781847977700
Pub Date: 1/1/15
Ship Date: 1/1/15
$22.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Crafts & Hobbies  /  Models
CRA020000

7 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Making Scale Models
Mark Friend

Summary
The perfect guide for those who have never made a model before or who want to develop or
increase their skills

From cutting a straight line to making a scaled human figure that "lives," through to creating
beautifully detailed buildings and finely detailed furniture, the book takes you through each stage of
the process. The book discusses methods for a wide range of disciplines, from theater design to
railway modeling to interior design. Alongside a practical guide to tools and materials are the basic
techniques for constructing scale models using simple, readily available materials. There are
step-by-step guides to projects designed to practice and develop skills, as well as advanced ideas
which focus on color, texture, and form to bring models to life.

Crowood Press
9781847971531
Pub Date: 7/9/10
$55.00/$66.00 Can./£19.95
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Crafts & Hobbies  /  Book
Printing & Binding
CRA046000

10.5 in H | 8.8 in W | 0.7 in
T | 1.7 lb Wt

Bookbinding
A Step-by-Step Guide
Kathy Abbott

Summary
For beginners or experienced bookbinders, antiquarian bookshops or conservation binders
—detailed steps for practicing an age-old craft steeped in beauty and tradition
Appropriate for a beginner or for an established bookbinder wishing to refresh their memory, this
practical guide introduces the techniques of hand-binding a book with step-by-step instructions and
photographs. The craft of bookbinding has a long history and tradition and is now enjoying a period
of renewed popularity and creativity. Here, transforming a few sheets of paper and some thread into
a book to be proud of is made accessible. For the more experienced craftsperson, it also covers how
to work with leather to create classic, professional bindings. Topics covered include single-section
bindings, such as paperback or hardcover; multisection bindings, such as full-cloth case, photograph
album, quarter-leather binding with paper or cloth-covered sides, or wrap-around structure; and
containers, such as a phase box, slipcase, or portfolio case.
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Chicago Review Press
9781613730300
Pub Date: 7/1/15
Ship Date: 7/1/15
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Education  /  Teaching
Methods & Materials
EDU029050

7 in W | 10 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Make It! Write It! Read It!
Simple Bookmaking Projects to Engage Kids in Art and Literacy
Wendy M. L. Libby

Summary
Perfect for preschool through elementary–level educators seeking to enhance classroom lessons or
parents and other caregivers looking for fun and creative hands-on activities for children, Make It!
Write It! Read It! includes field-tested bookmaking projects that encourage self-expression while
building both art and literacy skills. Seventeen easy-to-follow blank book designs—such as Accordion
Fold, Hanging Tassel, and Paper-Bag-Pockets books—are presented and then applied to 23 specific
cross-curricular book projects, including Alphabet, Pop-Up Jungle, and Flapping Insects books.

The projects require nothing more than imagination and standard classroom art supplies. With
gentle prompting, kids can write poems, paragraphs, or simple stories related to their creations.
Each activity includes educational objectives; skills developed; materials needed; clear, illustrated,
step-by-step instructions; and literary connection ideas.

Longtime art educator Wendy M. L. Libby guides beginners who might need more direction but also
suggests open-ended possibilities for more experienced bookmaker...

Crowood Press
9781847977649
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Crafts & Hobbies  /  Book
Printing & Binding
CRA046000

9.6 in H | 6.8 in W | 0.4 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Craft Bookbinding
Linda Orriss

Summary
A practical guide with clear instructions to the numerous binding styles of craft bookbinding,
prefect for beginners

Introducing some of the numerous binding styles that can be achieved with little or no experience,
this book looks at everything from simple structures that can be made with folded paper to the
classic case binding. Lavishly illustrated with photographs and diagrams, clear instructions describe
the bindings, which can be adapted to bind books that are uniquely yours. Included is information
for adapting or making tools, plus specialist equipment. Techniques for handling paper and glue are
explained in detail, along with a range of different methods of sewing and a variety of cases to be
used as covers. There are also ideas for how the different binding styles can be lettered, and
emphasis is placed on practice so users can develop the skills needed as a foundation for fine
binding.
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PM Press
9781604860900
Pub Date: 10/1/09
$24.95/$27.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 44
Social Science  /  Popular
Culture
SOC022000

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.4 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Paper Politics
Socially Engaged Printmaking Today
Josh MacPhee

Summary
With a widely eclectic variety of protest art in mediums such as relief, lithography, collagraph, and
photography, this major collection of contemporary politically engaged printmaking showcases art
that uses themes of social justice and global equity to engage community members in conversation.
Based on an art exhibition that has traveled to more than a dozen cities in North America and
including many do-it-yourself samples, this eye opening book contains works from more than 200
international artists. From the well established—Sue Coe, Swoon, Carlos Cortez—to street artists,
rock poster makers, and up-and-comers such as Favianna Rodriguez and Chris Stain, this diverse
collection is the work of artists who felt the need to respond to the monumental trends and events of
modern politics.

Chicago Review Press
9781556524998
Pub Date: 9/1/04
$16.95/$25.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006040
Series: For Kids series

11 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.3 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

American Folk Art for Kids
With 21 Activities
Richard Panchyk

Summary
Drawing on the natural folk art tendencies of children, who love to collect buttons, bottle caps, shells,
and Popsicle sticks to create beautiful, imperfect art, this activity guide teaches kids about the
history of this organic art and offers inspiration for them to create their own masterpieces. The full
breadth of American folk art is surveyed, including painting, sculpture, decorative arts, and textiles
from the 17th century through today. Making bubblegum wrapper chains, rag dolls, bottle cap
sculptures, decoupage boxes, and folk paintings are just a few of the activities designed to bring out
the artist in every child. Along the way kids learn about the lives of Americans throughout history and
their casual relationships to everyday art as they cut stencils, sew needlepoint samplers, draw
calligraphy birds, and design quilts. Important folk artists such as the last surviving Shakers, the
legendary Grandma Moses, and the Reverend Howard Finster are also explored in sidebars
throughout the book.
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Chicago Review Press
9781556523977
Pub Date: 4/1/02
$17.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

152 Pages
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006050
Series: For Kids series

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Monet and the Impressionists for Kids
Their Lives and Ideas, 21 Activities
Carol Sabbeth

Summary
A lifelong love of art is one of the greatest gifts an adult can bestow on a child—and no period of art
is better loved or more available to children than Impressionism. Monet and the Impressionists for Kids
invites children to delight in Cassatt’s mothers and children, Renoir’s dancing couples, and Gaugin’s
island scenes; 21 activities explore Monet’s quick shimmering brush strokes, Cezanne’s brilliant
rectangles of color, Seurat’s pointillism, and Degas’ sculpture-like circles of dancers. Kids will learn
how the artists’ friendships sustained them through repeated rejection by the Parisian art world, and
how they lived, painted, and thrilled to the vibrant life of Paris at the approach of the 20th century. A
resource section guides readers to important museums and Web sites around the world.

Chicago Review Press
9781613744741
Pub Date: 7/1/14
Ship Date: 7/1/14
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010
Series: For Kids series

11 in W | 8.5 in H | 1.1 lb Wt

Frank Lloyd Wright for Kids (2nd Edition)

His Life and Ideas
Kathleen Thorne-Thomsen

Summary
An engaging, kid-friendly exploration of America’s leading architect and his work
This revised and updated edition of a longstanding classic, Frank Lloyd Wright for Kids, details the life,
times, and work of the celebrated architect. Through simple, kid-friendly prose and anecdotes,
author Kathleen Thorne-Thomsen describes the influences of Wright’s Wisconsin childhood filled with
nature, music, and close family ties; his struggles to find work as a young architect; the unique style
that led him to the top of his profession; and masterpieces such as the Robie House, Hollyhock
House, Fallingwater, the Guggenheim, and many others. Also discussed are Wright’s sometimes
controversial private and public life and the people and times that influenced him and vice-versa,
with new sidebars on topics such as the Chicago and Bauhaus schools of architecture, Friedrich
Froebel and his toy blocks that enchanted Wright as a child, and the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair.
Budding architects will delve into architectural and design concepts while having fun through 21
hands-on projects, such as creating an...
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Chicago Review Press
9781556524790
Pub Date: 9/1/03
$17.95/$26.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 10 And Up, Grades 5
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006040
Series: For Kids series

11 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.3 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Salvador Dalí and the Surrealists
Their Lives and Ideas, 21 Activities
Michael Elsohn Ross

Summary
The bizarre and often humorous creations of René Magritte, Joan Miró, Salvador Dalí, and other
surrealists are showcased in this activity guide for young artists. Foremost among the surrealists,
Salvador Dalí was a painter, filmmaker, designer, performance artist, and eccentric self-promoter. His
famous icons, including the melting watches, double images, and everyday objects set in odd
contexts, helped to define the way people view reality and encourage children to view the world in
new ways. Dalí’s controversial life is explored while children trace the roots of some familiar modern
images. These wild and wonderful activities include making Man Ray–inspired solar prints, filming a
Dali-esque dreamscape video, writing surrealist poetry, making collages, and assembling art with
found objects.

Chicago Review Press
9781569762752
Pub Date: 5/1/11
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
40
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006040
Series: For Kids series

11 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.4 in T
| 1.2 lb Wt

Van Gogh and the Post-Impressionists for Kids
Their Lives and Ideas, 21 Activities
Carol Sabbeth

Summary
Swirling, curling brushstrokes. Vivid colors. Thick layers of paint. These are the hallmarks of a
painting by Vincent van Gogh, whose work his fellow artist Paul Cézanne once called “that of a
madman.” But Van Gogh and the Post-Impressionists for Kids moves beyond the image of the mad
pauper to reveal a complex young man who loved nature and reading, spoke four languages, and
enjoyed a successful career as a gallery salesman before embarking on studies as a minister and,
finally, finding his calling as an artist.
Kids journey from the Netherlands to Paris to southern France as they learn about van Gogh’s
friendships with four other like-minded painters who admired but were determined to depart from
Impressionism: Paul Gauguin, Paul Signac, Émile Bernard, and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. Aspiring
artists and history buffs learn not only how these Post-Impressionists’ daring shapes, colors, and
techniques distinguished their work from what was painted before but also how the men helped one
another and whether or not they always got along.
Twenty-one creative projects bring histor...
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Red Fox
9780099495369
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$14.99/£7.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

28 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 5 to 7
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000

10.4 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in
T | 0.4 lb Wt

Picasso's Trousers
Nicholas Allan

Summary
A child-friendly picture book biography, featuring reproductions of Picasso masterpieces and a
foldout representation of Picasso at work

People were always saying, "No! No! No! Picasso!"
But Picasso said . . . "Yes!"

In this funny and accessible introduction to Picasso and art, children learn that daring to be different
can be rewarding. Picasso doesn't listen when people tell him "No!" Instead, he paints all-blue
pictures, all-pink pictures, plus pictures from the front and side all at the same time. He makes art
out of bike parts and he can draw pictures in less than 60 seconds. Soon he becomes one of the
greatest painters in the world, but he still wants to be different.

Prion
9781853759079
Pub Date: 9/1/14
Ship Date: 9/1/14
$16.95
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

30 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Art
ART000000

5 in W | 6.5 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

The Deface It Yourself Art Book
Release Your Inner Artist, Critic or Vandal

Summary
The first book to allow you to actively improve famous works of art, boxed with wipe-clean pens

We've all felt strongly about a work of art. Whether it was wishing Guernica had a bit of color or that
Mona Lisa cracked more of a smile, some of us go to greater lengths than others to deal with our
opinions. Some go so far as to vandalize a work of art, but that's getting a bit carried away. This
book allows you to happily "improve" a variety of 12 artworks from the comfort and safety of your
armchair, including The Birth of Venus, The Last Supper, The Creation of David, Night Watch, Girl with
a Pearl Earring, and more. Using the supplied pens you'll be making your point in less time than it
takes an art critic to denounce Banksy. Then you can wipe it clean and start again.
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Michael O'Mara
9781780551135
Pub Date: 8/1/13
$15.99/$17.99 Can./£12.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Ages 10 And Up, Grades 5
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006030

11.7 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.6 in
T | 1.2 lb Wt

The Fashion Book
Advice, Activities & Top Tips to Create Your Own Collection
Marie Vendittelli, Sophie Griotto

Summary
Full of stunning color illustrations, and with a stylist's sketchbook section at the back, this book is a
must have for anyone with a passion for fashion
This book is the perfect gift for any aspiring fashion designer. It's packed full of advice, handy hints,
and top tricks and tips to help aspiring designers get started on the path to fashion stardom. From
learning to draw a basic silhouette and finding out about some of the world's most fabulous fashion
houses, to scrapbooking fabrics, colors, and textures, this book will inspire and guide aspiring
designers into creating their own cool collections.

Top That Publishing US
9781784456429
Pub Date: 9/1/16
Ship Date: 9/1/16
$12.99/$16.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 8 And Up, Grades 3 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006030
Series: My Fashion Studio

11 in H | 8.5 in W

Clothes Designer
Cut, Color, Make & Create!
Nancy Lambert, Diane Le Feyer

Summary
With this cool activity book, young fashionistas can design their own collection of supermodel clothes
and make glam garments inspired by the world-famous runways of New York, Milan, London and
Paris. Illustrated by Diane Le Feyer, Clothes Designer includes 37 catwalk collections and over 130
outfits to design and color. There are also eight gorgeous garments to make, and 92 fashion
swatches to customize those fabulous designs.
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Top That Publishing US
9781784456436
Pub Date: 3/1/17
Ship Date: 3/1/17
$12.99/$16.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 8 And Up, Grades 3 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006030
Series: My Fashion Studio

11 in H | 8.5 in W

Accessory Designer
Cut, Color, Make & Create!
Nancy Lambert, Diane Le Feyer

Summary
This creative activity book will have kids designing their own collection of supermodel accessories in
no time. Included are start-to-finish fashion projects inspired by the world-famous runways of New
York, Milan, London and Paris. Accessories Designer includes 35 ace accessories to design and color, 9
designer fashion projects to complete, and includes 92 swatches to customize those fabulous
designs.

Museyon
9780982232088
Pub Date: 4/1/11
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Art  /  History
ART015110

5.3 in W | 8 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Art + NYC
A Complete Guide to New York City Art and Artists

Summary
Art + NYC is an art-lover’s guide to New York City that combines a crash course in 20th- and
21st-century art history with in-depth bios of nine celebrated New York City artists: Jackson Pollock,
Andy Warhol, Cindy Sherman, Yoko Ono, Mark Rothko, Jeff Koons, Donald Judd, Roy Lichtenstein,
and Robert Rauschenberg. Each segment is written by a leading art writer from publications such as
Art in America, Flaunt, and the New York Times. Filled with useful information for both locals and
tourists, Art + NYC includes comprehensive neighborhood-by-neighborhood gallery and museum
listings, along with studios and other artsy places of interest. In addition, sidebars include the hotels
and restaurants that are steeped with history—artist hangouts, residences, and events of infamy.
Also included is an extensive index of paintings, sculptures, and public art by New York City artists;
detailed maps for 13 neighborhoods; a Q&A with a curator, gallerist, or artist for each NYC
neighborhood; and a museum, gallery, and studio directory.
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Jam. Graphics & Publishing
9780578153377
Pub Date: 7/22/15
Ship Date: 7/22/15
$34.95/$41.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

100 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
History  /  African American
HIS056000

9 in W | 11.3 in H | 1.3 lb Wt

Buried Treasure
The Story of the First African Americans in New York
Noah Jemison

Summary
Inspired by the forgotten burial ground discovered in lower Manhattan, this book tells the story of
the first African-American New Yorkers through 25 beautiful gouache paintings and striking prose.
Opening with an essay that sets the tone, the book brings history alive with emotion through
powerful imagery, and plays with size and placement of the images to convey a unique feel. It
concludes with an interview with the painter where he discusses what life is like for an artist, how he
views the art world’s acceptance of him as a black artist, and his feelings on artist collaboration.

Museyon
9780982232095
Pub Date: 7/1/11
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

328 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  History
ART015100

5.3 in W | 8 in H | 1 lb Wt

Art + Paris Impressionists & Post-Impressionists
The Ultimate Guide to Artists, Paintings and Places in Paris and Normandy

Summary
Step into the revolutionary lives of the impressionists with Art + Paris, the most comprehensive
guidebook to impressionism for the armchair traveler, lovers of Paris, and educators alike. Illustrated
with hundreds of beautiful full-color photos and maps, this unique guide combines an introduction to
late 19th-century art history with reproductions of famous impressionist masterpieces, walking tours,
and detailed listings of the city’s art-related sites. It provides a complete background course on
impressionism, with comprehensive biographies and engaging essays about the movement; listings
for 150 must-see impressionist paintings in Paris with the stories behind the art; easy-to-follow tours
of where the artists lived and found inspiration; and an extended-travel journey through the French
countryside, exploring Normandy and the quaint Paris suburbs.
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Michael O'Mara
9781910552186
Pub Date: 8/1/16
Ship Date: 8/1/16
$13.95/$16.95 Can./£7.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Colour photographs
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

5.1 in H | 7.7 in W | 0.5 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Street Art
The Best Urban Art from Around the World
KET

Summary
From Banksy and Blek le Rat to Nick Walker and Shepard Fairey, the street art movement continues
to sweep the globe. This exciting and dynamic art form has captured the imaginations of art-lovers
everywhere, appearing in high-profile exhibitions and galleries. In this introduction to some of the
world’s most exciting street artists, world-renowned graffiti artist, painter, and graffiti historian KET
brings together another 100 awe-inspiring images of urban art from around the world. With full-color
glossy photographs of some of the most extraordinary graffiti art from around the world, this
follow-up to Graffiti Planet will fascinate and inspire anyone excited by this imaginative and relevant
art form.

Michael O'Mara
9781910552179
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$13.95/$16.95 Can./£7.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Colour photographs
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

5 in H | 8 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Graffiti Planet
The Best Graffiti from Around the World
KET

Summary
Ever controversial, graffiti, or street art, has become a significant art form and continues to evolve
and transform urban landscapes in cities around the globe. Compiled by one of the graffiti scene’s
legends, KET, this is a collection of the work of some of the world’s top graffiti artists. See work from
artists such as London's Banksy, Munich's Can2, New York's T-Kid, Sao Paolo's Os Gemeos, and
many more. This is a perfect companion to this dynamic and vibrant art form, with glossy photos and
an introduction by KET.
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Michael O'Mara
9781843172802
Pub Date: 10/15/07
$15.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Art  /  Art & Politics
ART037000

7.5 in W | 5 in H | 0.6 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Graffiti Planet
The Best Graffiti from Around the World

Summary
Graffiti or "street art" has been a significant art form for more than 20 years, altering and shaping
the urban landscape from Tokyo to Paris, Los Angeles to Sydney, Belfast to Berlin. Ever-changing
and evolving, its anonymous, transient nature means it literally can appear one day and disappear
the next. Yet out of this shifting mass of spray paint, some true stars have emerged—artists such as
Keith Haring, Jean-Michel Basquiat, and Banksy—as well as countless unsung heroes who have taken
the form to new heights. This book is a celebration of the endless creativity of the medium,
featuring 100 glossy photos of groundbreaking graffiti from around the world, and including an
introduction by the editor, Ket. It is a perfect introduction to the subject for anyone excited by this
most vibrant and democratic of art forms.

Michael O'Mara
9781843178651
Pub Date: 9/1/12
$14.95/$16.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Seven Years with Banksy
Robert Clarke

Summary
A personal and in-depth account of the enigmatic man behind the murals, written by a friend and
fan
An illuminating memoir of the world's most celebrated graffiti artist, this book offers insight into
Banksy's life and work through the experiences that he and the author Robert Clarke shared
together during Banksy's formative years. Clarke takes us through their first encounters, which took
place in a hotel in New York in the 1990s, and candidly describes how his friendship with this young
English artist developed. Along the way, readers will discover more about the ever-mysterious
Banksy—what makes him tick, why he does what he does, and why he ultimately rejects fame in
favor of anonymity, setting him apart from many other popular artists. Revealing much about the
origins of some of the artist's most striking ideas, as well as his subversive social attitudes, complex
personality, and singular sense of humor, this is the perfect read for any Banksy or modern-art fan.
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Random House UK
9781844137879
Pub Date: 4/1/07
On Sale Date: 6/5/07
$22.95/$29.95 Can./£14.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

10.3 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.7 in
T | 2.1 lb Wt

Wall and Piece
Banksy

Summary
Banksy, Britain's now-legendary "guerilla" street artist, has painted the walls, streets, and bridges of
towns and cities throughout the world. Not only did he smuggle his pieces into four of New York City's
major art museums, he's also "hung" his work at London's Tate Gallery and adorned Israel's West
Bank barrier with satirical images. Banksy's identity remains unknown, but his work is
unmistakable—with prints selling for as much as $45,000.

PM Press
9781604863208
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$20.00/$22.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

180 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

7 in W | 5 in H | 0.5 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Banksy Locations & Tours Volume 1
A Collection of Graffiti Locations and Photographs in London, England
Martin Bull

Updated and expanded collected works by an urban legend

Summary
In three guided tours, Martin Bull documents 65 London street installations by guerilla art icon
Banksy. While newspapers and magazines the world over send their critics to review the latest
Damien Hirst show at the Tate Modern, Bull is out taking photos of the legendary political artist's
work. This collection of provocative and intriguing examples of street art boasts gorgeous color
photos and includes graffiti by many of Banksy’s peers, such as Eine, Faile, El Chivo, Arofish, Cept,
Space Invader, Blek Le Rat, D*face, and Shepherd Fairey. Volume one of this new edition includes
updated locations and an additional 25 photos.
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PM Press
9781604863307
Pub Date: 11/1/11
$20.00/$22.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

180 Pages
Carton Qty: 68
Art  /  Graffiti & Street Art
ART058000

7 in W | 5 in H | 0.5 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Banksy Locations & Tours Volume 2
A Collection of Graffiti Locations and Photographs from Around the UK
Martin Bull

The most recent material from the legendary street artist

Summary
Following the runaway success of the original edition, this unique book collects the rest of Banksy’s
graffiti from the last five years. With more than 100 different locations highlighted and color
photographs of Banksy’s street art, this is a thoroughly up-to-date catalog of his most recent work.
Also included with the photographs are trivia regarding each location, a full walking tour of the
remaining work in Banksy’s native Bristol, and snippets of graffiti by several other artists.

Korero Books
9780955833601
Pub Date: 3/30/11
$35.00/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Art  /  Popular Culture
ART023000

8.5 in W | 10.5 in H | 0.9 in
T | 2.6 lb Wt

Skullface
Manifestations of the Dead in Pop Culture
Korero Books, Yak El-Droubie, Antoni Cadafalch

Summary
An unequaled showcase of today's leading lowbrow and kustom painters and illustrators, getting to
grips with the iconic image of the skull, this collection features more than 70 artists from the U.S.,
Europe, South America, and Japan including Alex Garcia, Ron English, Jeff Soto, Shawn Barber, Mike
Giant, and Jeral Tidwell. This is a fantastic source book of ideas for tattooists, graphic designers, and
anyone into the scene.
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Editions Cres
9782753700475
Pub Date: 1/1/09
$69.00/$95.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

544 Pages
2 softcover volumes in a
slipcase
Carton Qty: 1
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016020

8.8 in W | 12 in H | 1.8 in T
| 5.4 lb Wt

Cezanne: The Eye and the Mind
Pavel Machotka

Summary
The famed artist's goals and desires as a painter are fully grasped in this authoritative study.
Delving into Cézanne's desire to paint sensuous narrative scenes, his lucid vision, and his sense of a
harmony between forms, this discussion clearly details the inner workings of his images. Nearly half
of Cézanne's work is scrutinized, drawing a complex picture of his artistic development and
demonstrating how the painter's evolving styles grasped reality in their own way, adapting
themselves to the different needs of landscape, portrait, still life, and bathing scenes.

Chicago Review Press
9781613731932
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$18.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

144 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 9 And Up, Grades 4 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010
Series: For Kids series

8.5 in H | 11 in W | 0.3 in T
| 1.1 lb Wt

Michelangelo for Kids
His Life and Ideas, with 21 Activities
Simonetta Carr

Summary
Michelangelo Buonarroti—known simply as Michelangelo—has been called the greatest artist who has
ever lived. His impressive masterpieces astonished his contemporaries and remain some of today’s
most famous artworks. Young readers will come to know Michelangelo the man as well as the artistic
giant, following his life from his childhood in rural Italy to his emergence as a rather egotistical
teenager to a humble and caring old man. They’ll learn that he did exhausting, back-breaking labor
to create his art yet worked well, even with humor, with others in the stone quarry and in his
workshop. Michelangelo for Kids offers an in-depth look at his life, ideas, and accomplishments, while
providing a fascinating view of the Italian Renaissance and how it shaped and affected his work.

Budding artists will come to appreciate Michelangelo’s techniques and understand exactly what made
his work so great. Twenty-one creative, fun, hands-on activities illuminate Michelangelo’s various
artistic mediums as well as the era in which he lived. Kids can: make homemade paint, learn the
cross-hatching tec...
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Pallas Athene
9781843680802
Pub Date: 9/30/11
$9.95/$11.95 Can./£9.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

5.5 in W | 4.5 in H | 0.3 lb
Wt

Degas: The Painter of Modern Life
Memories of Degas
George Moore, Walter Sickert, Anna Greutzner Robin...

Summary
Two essays remembering Degas by the most acute observers of the avant-garde art of their time
“The one great French painter, perhaps one of the greatest artists the world has ever seen.” —Walter Sickert
on Degas, 1889
This volume brings together groundbreaking and intensely personal memoirs of Degas, by George
Moore, the first writer in English on Impressionism, and Walter Sickert, one of the finest English
followers of Degas. Thanks originally to George Moore’s pioneering essay “The Painter of Modern
Life,” Degas was a celebrity in Britain in his lifetime. When Degas died, Moore reprised the essay with
some further recollections, in part as a riposte to the memoir published by Degas’s great admirer
and follower, Walter Sickert. Sickert’s essay, sparkling, engaged, witty, and occasionally combative, is
among the best of his writings. Together these memoirs represent some of the most vivid responses
to Impressionism in English, as well as painting an intimate picture of arguably the most important
and most influential—and the most humane—of the painters of the later 19th century. Hit...

Natural History Museum,
London
9780565093440
Pub Date: 5/1/14
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030
Series: Images of Nature

8.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Women Artists
Images of Nature
Andrea Hart

Summary
Remarkable natural history artworks by women artists from the last three centuries

Celebrating the work and lives of women artists spanning the last three centuries, this stunning
collection showcases a selection of exquisite artworks from the unrivaled collections held in the
Library of the Natural History Museum. It features specially selected artworks by women from the late
19th century onwards. Some were scientists, naturalists, and collectors, while others were the wives or
daughters of scientists or were simply fascinated and enthused by the natural world. There are fine
butterfly drawings by accomplished natural history illustrator Margaret Fountaine; vivid illustrations of
Indian natural, cultural, and social history by Olivia Tonge; and detailed bird images by Elizabeth
Gould, who married highly regarded ornithologist John Gould and produced more than 600
illustrations for her husband's publications. Featuring celebrated artworks and rarely-seen gems, this
book serves up a visual feast of the never ending wonders of the natural world and the significant
role that women have p...
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Editions Cres
9782753701212
Pub Date: 9/1/11
Ship Date: 9/1/11
$46.95/$51.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

132 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016000

12 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

Paul Cézanne in Paris
Denis Coutagne, Philippe Cézanne

Summary
Recalling the famed painter’s time in a captivating region, this stylish biography reviews Paul
Cézanne’s years in Paris and the Ile de France. The diverse locations he frequented are explored,
from Bonnière Pontoise, Auvers, and Issy les Moulineaux to the villages of Chantilly, Medan,
Montgeroult, and the banks of the Marne. Presented as a unique traveler’s guide, this volume
recommends ideal lodging locations as well as walking trails for roaming in and around the capital.
Beautifully illustrated reproductions of Cézanne’s paintings are featured along with a photographic
history and a collection of contemporary images. Depicting the life of a renowned artist, this chronicle
follows the routes he left behind while paying homage to his influential works. This bilingual edition
includes English and French.

Wienand Verlag
9783868321678
Pub Date: 6/1/14
$54.95/$74.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Art  /  History
ART015100

10 in W | 11 in H | 4.3 lb Wt

Matisse and the Fauves
Klaus Albrecht Schröder

Summary
With intensely vibrant colors and a pastose application of paint, a group of 12 young artists
—including Henri Matisse, André Derain, Maurice de Vlaminck, Georges Braque, Kees van Dongen,
and others—caused a major controversy at the 1905 third autumn salon in Paris. The critic Louis
Vauxcelles labeled them les Fauves or “the wild beasts;” now the French translation of the term
stands for a style that was short but highly influential in 20th-century art: fauvism. This catalog
highlights important aspects from the influence of van Gogh, Cézanne, and Gauguin as artistic
trailblazers to the later effects of the Fauves.
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Pallas Athene
9781843680123
Pub Date: 4/1/07
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Art
ART000000

4.5 in W | 6 in H | 0.4 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

The Life of Michelangelo
Ascanio Condivi, Dr. Charles Robertson, Charles Ho...

Summary
Michelangelo Buonarroti remains arguably the most powerful artist in the Western canon and a
touchstone for all artistic endeavor. Painter, sculptor, architect, poet, he redefined not only the
possibilities of the imagination, but also the very image of the artist. He was the first artist to be the
subject of a biography in his lifetime, with the publication of Giorgio Vasari's Lives of the Most Excellent
Painters, Sculptors and Architects in 1550. Dissatisfied with Vasari's treatment, Michelangelo
encouraged his close friend and fellow painter Ascanio Condivi to publish a rival biography. This
compelling narrative of genius and its struggles in the treacherous world of Papal politics remains
one of the most fascinating and influential texts in art history.

Peter Owen Publishers
9780720613568
Pub Date: 5/1/11
$16.95/$19.95 Can./£10.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 56
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000
Series: Peter Owen Modern
Classic

7.4 in H | 4.9 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

My Life: Marc Chagall
Marc Chagall

Summary
Marc Chagall's strange, vibrant, and poetic autobiographical essay on his early life, containing
illustrations, has established itself as a unique document in 20th-century literature

Completed by the artist in 1922, this memoir became available in English in 1965 when Peter Owen
published this translation, and it has remained in print ever since. Lyrical and evocative, it is a key
work in Chagall studies for the light it sheds on the shaping of the artist’s creative genius. His deep
roots in Jewish tradition—religious and secular—are reflected in these recollections of his poverty-
stricken youth from Witebsk, White Russia, to the Parisian art world. Together, his words and pictures
paint an incomparable portrait of one of the greatest artists of this century, and of the now vanished
milieu that inspired him.
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Crowood Press
9781847976079
Pub Date: 5/1/14
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$29.95/$35.95 Can./£16.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Art  /  Subjects & Themes
ART050030

11 in H | 8.7 in W | 0.5 in T
| 1.4 lb Wt

The Wildlife Artist's Handbook
Jackie Garner

Summary
The principles of drawing and painting wildlife, from how to draw a subject in motion to practical
advice on selling wildlife art

Artists have always been inspired by the wildlife around us, and the challenge of representing it. This
book sets the scene of how wildlife has been portrayed in art and guides the reader through the
principles of drawing and painting wildlife. It covers recommended equipment, techniques, fieldcraft,
composition, and anatomy, and offers guidance for those wishing to exhibit their work. It explains
how to begin drawing wildlife and then add color, how to paint outdoors, and how to use photography
and museum collections. It also covers printmaking and sculpture, and showcases inspiring images
from more than 20 leading artists.

The Crossroad Publishing
Company
9780824521424
Pub Date: 6/1/04
$17.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Religion  /  Spirituality
REL062000

5.4 in W | 8.3 in H | 0.5 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

The Shoes of Van Gogh
A Spiritual and Artistic Journey to the Ordinary
Cliff Edwards

Summary
This personal and reflective book is an exploration of Vincent Van Gogh as spiritual guide,
specifically as the most important spiritual guide for great teachers such as Henri Nouwen. Topics
include Van Gogh's life, Van Gogh's conversion from drawing to painting, and the evocative power of
still life versus portrait. Package includes 10 drawings from Van Gogh and is designed for easy
reading.
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Tumblehome Learning, Inc.
9781943431151
Pub Date: 7/1/16
Ship Date: 7/1/16
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Ages 8 to 12, Grades 8 to 12
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Biography & Autobiography
JNF007010

8 in H | 10 in W

Painting in the Dark
Esref Armagan, Blind Artist
Rachelle Burk, Claudia Gadotti

Summary
In 1953, Esref Armagan was born completely blind to a poor family in Istanbul, Turkey. He received
no formal education, and spent his childhood days in his father's shop where he developed the
curiousity to create and draw. He experienced the world through touch, and learned to visually
reproduce his surroundings, including color, shadows, and perspective, with his hands. The blind
artist's story will be an inspiration to young artists of all abilities.

Deutscher Kunstverlag
9783422068902
Pub Date: 2/1/10
$37.00/$45.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 13
Art  /  Collections, Catalogs,
Exhibitions
ART006000

7.8 in W | 10 in H | 1.4 in T
| 3.1 lb Wt

Willi Baumeister
The Sketch Books
Gerd Presler, Felicitas Baumeister

Summary
Documenting the artistic work of one of the pioneers of abstract painting, this volume comprises Willi
Baumeister's 47 sketch books. Nearly 500 sketches drawn between 1913 and 1955 are presented,
and the study demonstrates how interest in these sketch books has grown in recent years, opening
up a new way of looking at the artist and his methods of creation. Featuring many of his master
works in embryonic form, this catalog compares and analyzes these numerous drawings in terms of
their chronology and context.
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Natural History Museum,
London
9780565092832
Pub Date: 9/1/13
$19.95/$21.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

112 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Science  /  Natural History
SCI100000
Series: Images of Nature

8.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Chinese Art and the Reeves Collection
Judith Magee

Summary
A unique collection of botanical, zoological, and entomological drawings depicting the natural
history of China

This collection is a selection of some of the finest examples of Chinese natural history drawings from
the 18th and 19th centuries, many of which have never been published before. Commissioned and
collected during the early 19th century by John Reeves and his son, and now housed in the Natural
History Museum in London, these outstanding images are important not only for their striking beauty
but also for their scientific significance. Sent to China in 1812, John Reeves was a tea inspector for
the East India Company and a keen amateur naturalist who commissioned hundreds of scientific
drawings from local artists, which were then sent to Britain. Despite often being highly stylized, the
images helped to further European knowledge of Chinese natural history during a time when access
to the country was severely restricted. Through their dedicated and enthusiastic work, Reeves and his
son helped pave the way for some of the great explorers and collectors that followed.

Pavilion
9781862058941
Pub Date: 4/1/11
$35.00/$38.95 Can./£25.00
UK
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 10
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Artists, Architects,
Photographers
BIO001000

12.4 in H | 9.2 in W | 0.9 in
T | 3.4 lb Wt

Arthur Rackham
A Life with Illustration
James Hamilton

Summary
The definitive and sumptuous biography of the one of the world's most collectible illustrators
contains a richly detailed account of his life along with beautifully enchanting pictures
Examining the work of the illustrator Arthur Rackham, this monograph traces his achievements
throughout his illustrious career. Rackham's illustrations for such works as Alice in Wonderland, A
Midsummer Night's Dream, Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens, and Rip Van Winkle have attained the classic
status of the writings themselves—and indeed, in some cases, they have become synonymous with
them. His works were also included in numerous exhibitions in his lifetime, including one at the
Louvre in Paris in 1914. Rackham himself, however, has previously remained a shadowy figure. As
well as featuring exquisite illustrations and sketches, extracts from Rackham's correspondence and
insightful commentary shed new light on this much-collected illustrator.
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Firehouse Publications
9781940290423
Pub Date: 8/1/15
$19.95/$23.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000
Series: If Picasso

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.9 lb
Wt

If Picasso Went to the Zoo
An illustrated introduction to art history for children by art teachers
Eric Gibbons

Summary
Each page of this educational children’s book contains a beautiful animal themed art piece created
by one of fifty art teachers from all over the world who have all chosen a famous artist to emulate. A
great tool for inter-curricular teaching, this book combines art history, zoology, and poetry that is
informative and entertaining. Also included are leaf icons placed under each picture to indicate
whether the animal is thriving, threatened, endangered, critically endangered, extinct, or a hybrid
animal not found in nature. The art and poetry will educate children about the rich traditions of art
history as well as inspire kids to learn more about the famous artists that are honored on every
page.

Firehouse Publications
9781940290331
Pub Date: 9/10/14
$16.95/$19.95 Can.
Discount Code: SPT
Trade Paperback

100 Pages
Carton Qty: 42
Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2
Juvenile Fiction  /  Art &
Architecture
JUV003000
Series: If Picasso

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.7 lb
Wt

If Picasso Had a Christmas Tree
An illustrated introduction to art history for children by art teachers
Eric Gibbons

Summary
Created by one of thirty art teachers, each delightful illustration brings art history to life, from the
Renaissance to the modern era, which will educate and inspire children. Each teacher has emulated
an artist and included a Christmas tree in a way that honors the work of that famous artist from
history. Free online lesson plans have been created as a companion to the book that can be printed
and shared with students. Engaging and informative, this book is a great way to introduce kids to the
rich world of art history.
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Michael Imhof Verlag
9783865683199
Pub Date: 3/1/08
$70.00/$105.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

420 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Art  /  Collections, Catalogs,
Exhibitions
ART006000

10.2 in W | 12 in H | 1.4 in T
| 5.9 lb Wt

Monet to Picasso
The Batliner Collection
Klaus Albrecht Schroder

Summary
Presenting one of the most important arrays of modern art in the world, this catalog comprises the
Batliner collection, showcasing a wide range of more than 500 pieces covering virtually every aspect
of modern painting. From French impressionism and German expressionism to Fauvism, the Russian
avant-garde, and surrealism, this volume highlights the most important artists in the collection,
providing an excellent overview of international classic modernism.

Korero Books
9781907621017
Pub Date: 1/1/11
$35.00/$38.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 14
Art  /  Popular Culture
ART023000

9.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.8 in T
| 2.4 lb Wt

The Day of the Dead
El Dia de Los Muertos
Jorge Alderete

Summary
A potent manifestation of Latino subculture in the U.S. as well as in Mexico, Day of the Dead art is
hugely influential on the tattoo and kustom scenes. This collection emphasizes contemporary
graphics, where traditional folk art and current U.S. politics and culture collide—Mexican traditions are
mixed with Hollywood hip, or the graphic tags of L.A.'s Latino gangs. Bursting with amazing visceral
energy and riotous color, this collection features vanguard artists taking traditional elements of sugar
skulls, flowers, and devils right to the edge. It will be a fantastic source of inspiration for graphic
designers, tattoo artists, hot rodders, and t-shirt designers.
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Hardie Grant Egmont
9781760125110
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$14.99/£10.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Board Book

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 2 to 5, Grades P to K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Concepts
JNF013010

9.5 in H | 9.5 in W

An Alphabet in Silhouette
Natalie Jarvis

Summary
Whether it’s a cat, llama, or yak, this kooky book of animal shadows brings the alphabet alive in
high contrast black and white. Each page features that letter's shadow animal, with the hands
making the shadow positioned in the corner of the page. It comes with a bonus 9 x 27 inch
instructional poster.

Michael O'Mara
9781907151255
Pub Date: 4/1/11
$7.99
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Ages 12 And Up, Grades 7
And Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006010

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.3 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Immortal Doodles
It's Time to Doodle Your Deepest Desires
Robert McPhillips

Summary
Create and complete your own world of vampires and werewolves or design a fantasy of forbidden
love that will last forever in this devilishly daring doodle book
Full of romantic and dangerous doodles to sink your teeth into, this is the perfect set of artistic
renderings aimed to help readers imagine their own picture perfect Twilight fantasies. No age limits
and no drawing skills are required. From doodling a vampire dream date or designing a coat of arms
for your vampire family, to creating your own t-shirt designs for team vampire and team werewolf or
completing a werewolf's transformation, this book is chock full of desirable doodles guaranteed to
keep all fans of Twilight, True Blood, or Vampire Diaries awake long into the night.
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Somogy Art Publishers
9782757201770
Pub Date: 9/1/08
$59.00/$73.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 13
Art  /  Museum Studies
ART059000

9.3 in W | 12 in H | 0.9 in T
| 3.1 lb Wt

The Louvre (2nd Edition)

A Tale of a Palace
Geneviève Bresc-Bautier

Summary
Showcasing one of the world’s most prestigious museums, this history tells the tale of the eight
centuries that shaped the Louvre in Paris, from the monumental royal palace’s beginnings as a
medieval fortress to the “Great Louvre” known worldwide today. Providing an in-depth visual and
historical depiction of its various incarnations, this glamorous, dramatic, and breathtaking saga
reads like a novel, offering unique insights into the history of France and Europe.

Melbournestyle Books
9780992491703
Pub Date: 9/28/16
Ship Date: 9/28/16
$19.99/$26.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover Picture Book

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Concepts
JNF013010

10.3 in H | 10.3 in W | 0.3 in
T | 0.9 lb Wt

Alphabet City Zoo
Making Pictures with the A-B-C
Maree Coote

Summary
Can you spell a kangaroo? Yes, at Alphabet City Zoo! Spell a picture, not a word—That's the craziest thing
I've heard! Find the letters in the art, It's easy once you make a start. All the letters can be found,
Back-to-front or upside-down. Spell each creature, find its name, That's the alphabetical game. This
storyline is simple and empowering, in the form of a question and answer format. Readers spell their
way through the animal pictures, made from the letters that spell each image. Colors are bold and
bright, and the animals are great fun.
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Top That Publishing US
9781784456948
Pub Date: 9/1/16
Ship Date: 9/1/16
$16.99/$22.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006070
Series: Arty Mouse Creativity
Books

11 in H | 8.5 in W

Trace, Copy, Color and Cut
Early Learning Through Art
Mandy Stanley, Susie Linn

Summary
This creative hands-on book, full of activities to complete, will boost and develop young children's
creative confidence and motor skills. Arty Mouse won the best preschool publishing series category at
this year's Progressive Preschool Awards.

Annie's
9781573675307
Pub Date: 9/18/14
Ship Date: 9/18/14
$9.99/$11.99 Can./£6.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

44 Pages
Carton Qty: 72
Ages 9 to 12, Grades 4 to 7
Crafts & Hobbies  / 
Papercrafts
CRA025000

10.9 in H | 8.6 in W | 0.2 in
T | 0.2 lb Wt

I Can Paper Craft
Annie's

Summary
Kids will be excited about the great items they can create while learning paper crafts. Projects include
four colorful greeting cards, a stylish paper bead necklace and bracelet set, and a handy paper tole
message board. Who knew learning could be this much fun?
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Michael O'Mara
9781843175902
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$15.95/$17.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART010000

8.5 in W | 12 in H | 1 lb Wt

The Modern Art Doodle Book
Create Your Own Masterpiece
Michael O'Mara Books

Summary
More than 50 full-color reproductions of iconic pieces of art by modern artists, from Dalí to Matisse
to Lichtenstein, for readers to complete
Encouraging readers to awaken their creativity and emulate the imagination that lies behind every
great work of art, this activity book contains iconic pieces of art for budding artists to complete in the
style of the original artists. It includes work from such greats as Pablo Picasso, Georges Braque,
Tamara de Lempicka, Paul Gauguin, Patrick Heron, Paul Klee, René Magritte, Joan Miró, Amedeo
Modigliani, Georgia O'Keeffe, Jackson Pollock, Vincent van Gogh, and more. Enlightening as well as
enjoyable, each set of doodles is complemented by a mini-biography of the artist, describing their
backgrounds and inspirations. Doodlers can develop artistic skills they may not know they had, and
explore their own artistic imaginations, creating masterpieces along the way.

Crowood Press
9781847978400
Pub Date: 5/1/15
Ship Date: 5/1/15
$29.95/$35.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Crafts & Hobbies  / 
Miniatures
CRA018000

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 1.5 lb Wt

Painting Miniatures
Pauline Denyer-Baker

Summary
An inspirational guide to painting miniatures—which showcases work from leading artists with a
range of styles and subjects—aimed at artists and historians

Miniatures are not simply small paintings: special techniques are used to achieve their unique glow
and luminosity. This book explains how to paint in detail in a small format with color and precision.
Drawing on her extensive experience, Pauline Denyer-Baker shares her passion for painting
miniatures, and inspires both beginner and more experienced artists to master and enjoy this
historic art form. This wonderful introduction to the history and traditions of miniatures, set in place
by Holbein, Hilliard, and Oliver, stresses on the importance of drawing and sketchbooks, and
provides advice on materials, paints, bases, and framing. Included are step-by-step demonstrations
of stippling and hatching, watercolor and oil painting, and color mixing; special focus is placed on
portraits, still life, and silhouettes.
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b small publishing
9781909767560
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$15.99/$18.99 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 5 And Up, Grades K And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000

12.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.3 in
T | 0.8 lb Wt

The Great Extendable Colouring Book
Sam Hutchinson, Stu McLellan

Summary
This expandable coloring book includes seven great, extendable scenes to unfold and color in. The
scenes include: On Safari, Under the Sea, In the Jungle, In Space, Fashion Show, At the Beach, and
an Arty Street Party. Create impressive, colorful scenes on your own, with your family, or with your
friends—there are hours of inventive fun!

Wits University Press
9781868145454
Pub Date: 7/1/14
Ship Date: 7/1/14
$44.95/$49.95 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

328 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Social Science  / 
Anthropology
SOC002010

8 in W | 10 in H | 2.2 lb Wt

Working with Rock Art
Recording, Presenting and Understanding Rock Art Using Indigenous Knowledge
Benjamin Smith, Knut Helskog, David Morris

Summary
This volume contains cutting-edge contributions that consider new approaches to the documentation
of rock art, its interpretation using indigenous knowledge, and the presentation of rock art. The first
edited book to consider each of these areas in a theoretical rather than a technical fashion, this work
aims to promote the sharing of new experiences between leading researchers in the field. Beginning
with a dialogue about shared experiences between researchers in southern Africa and northern
Europe, the chapters then share, for the first time, the published results of new collaborative
research between scholars from these two centers. Since this volume covers the recording,
interpretation, and presentation of rock art, it will attract a wide audience of researchers, heritage
managers, and students, as well as anyone interested in the field of rock art studies.
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Random House UK
9780224095969
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$26.95/£18.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Crafts & Hobbies
CRA000000

9.5 in H | 7 in W | 0.8 in T |
1.8 lb Wt

Ordinary Made Extraordinary
24 Things to Make Using Everyday Stuff
Pascal Anson

Summary
International designer, artist and blogger Pascal Anson shows us how everyday items, junk and
interiors can be reinvented. He teaches readers to create a splendid chandelier with just a few rolls of
Sellotape, cast a stunning planted pot worthy of any designer homeware store using a cheap bag of
concrete mix and a recycled plastic food tub, and build a child’s dream treehouse with nothing more
than everyday cling film. There are ideas for projects for everyone, from the four-minute makeover
skinny jeans, to repairing and reinventing worn out trainers, to bigger projects such as the wood-clad
car and the stylish hairy chair.

Murdoch Books
9781743362921
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$45.00/$54.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Hardcover

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Art  /  Individual Artists
ART016000

10.3 in H | 7.5 in W | 1.4 in
T | 2.5 lb Wt

ClothBound
Iconic Fabric Design - Stories of a Handmade Process
Julie Paterson

Summary
For over 20 years, Julie Paterson, founder of ClothFabric, has been designing and printing
contemporary textiles by hand. Her iconic patterns, inspired by and connected to the Australian
landscape, have been applied to furnishings, rugs, wallpapers and sold the world over. With exquisite
photography filling every page, ClothBound is the story of Julie's most significant and well-loved
designs and offers a very intimate insight into the creative process of an artist, designer and maker
at work in her shed.
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Crowood Press
9781785000232
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$45.00/$54.00 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Antiques & Collectibles  / 
Clocks & Watches
ANT010000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 1.7 lb Wt

Clock Cases
A Practical Guide to their Construction, Restoration and Conservation
Nigel Barnes, Karoliina Ilmonen

Summary
This practical, informative, and beautifully illustrated book will be essential reading for all those with
a passion for mechanical clocks, and will be of particular interest to both amateurs and professionals
alike who wish to work on clock cases and restore them in the correct way according to modern best
practice. The authors, both experienced horological restorers, examine in detail the restoration
processes and provide detailed descriptions, and a wealth of photographs and diagrams. Difficult,
and often misunderstood, areas of restoration and conservation are explained in the context of 21st
century thinking. The authors emphasize that sensitive and sympathetic clock case restoration is
essential and, indeed, is the most economically attractive approach to adopt.

Summersdale
9781849537070
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$11.95/$13.95 Can./£6.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Art  /  Techniques
ART028000
Series: Inspiration and
Motivation

6 in H | 4 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Inspiration and Motivation for Artists
Maya Goldsworthy

Summary
"To be an artist is to believe in life." —Henry Moore

This colorful little book of uplifting quotes and tailored tips delivers motivational sparks and creative
signposts for artists. Read it, doodle in it, turn it into an inspirational collage—whatever you do it, the
aim is simple: to get you creating art!
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Michael O'Mara
9781780553382
Pub Date: 10/1/16
Ship Date: 10/1/16
$12.99/$17.99 Can./£7.99
UK/€10.99 EU
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Ages 6 And Up, Grades 1 And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000

9.5 in H | 7.5 in W | 10 in T

The Toilet Roll Activity Book
Over 30 Wonderful Things to Create
Melanie Grimshaw, John Bigwood

Summary
This fun new activity book is packed full of simple craft projects based around using a toilet roll. With
full color photographs and illustrated step-by-step instructions this book will keep kids entertained
for hours on end. Some projects are easy, and some are more tricky. Each project has been given a
star rating that tells you its difficulty level, from Easy peasy to Project master.

Michael O'Mara
9781780553047
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$7.99/$9.99 Can./£5.00 UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 3 to 6, Grades P to 1
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000

11.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in
T | 0.4 lb Wt

Fingerprint Fun
Pictures to Complete with Painty Fingertips
Jorge Martin

Summary
Creative kids can give a cheetah spots, make it pour with rain, or create a dazzling fireworks display,
and will have hours of fun transforming this simple book with just a few painty fingerprints. Featuring
bright and quirky artwork, this book makes a wonderful gift and is just waiting to be transformed into
a memento.
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b small publishing
9781909767621
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$15.99/$18.99 Can./£9.99
UK
Discount Code: LON
Trade Paperback

56 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Ages 5 And Up, Grades K And
Up
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Activity Books
JNF001000

12.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 0.2 in
T | 0.8 lb Wt

Great Extendable Cityscapes to Colour
Sam Hutchinson, Stu McLellan

Summary
How do you travel? What does your home look like? Are you "at one" with nature? These questions
and many more are tackled in this ambitiously creative coloring book for children and adults of all
types and ages. From an imagined city of the future to a forgotten city that has been reclaimed by
nature, the huge, extendable coloring scenes in this book fold out to an impressive 27 inches and
are teeming with details to discuss and discover as you color.

b small publishing
9781902915142
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$7.99/$9.99 Can./£4.99 UK
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 50
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: You Can Draw

10.9 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in
T | 0.3 lb Wt

You Can Draw Cartoons
A Step-by-Step Guide to Drawing Great Cartoons
Martin Ursell

Summary
Kids can create their own cartoons and share them with friends using the clear and simple tips in
this book

The perfect book for complete beginners or budding artists, this handbook has step-by-step
guidelines for getting started, tips on planning and drawing a strip cartoon, and useful notes on how
to use a sketchbook. It's packed with funny cartoons and practical help on drawing heads, bodies,
animals, machines, and caricatures, plus a full page template to make a flick book.
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b small publishing
9781902915210
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$7.99/$9.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 70
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: You Can Draw

9 in W | 11 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

You Can Draw Horses
A Step-by-Step Guide to Drawing Horses
Martin Ursell

Summary
Kids can master the art of drawing horses, from cute cartoons to mythical to extremely realistic
horses

The perfect book for complete beginners or budding artists, this handbook has step-by-step
guidelines for getting started; tips on color, shape, technique, and materials; and useful notes on
how to use a sketchbook. It's packed with useful pictures and practical help on drawing all kinds of
horses from photos, from models, and from life. It also includes fascinating horse facts.

b small publishing
9781902915265
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$7.99/$9.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 70
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: You Can Draw

9 in W | 11 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

You Can Draw Monsters
A Step-by-Step Guide to Drawing Monstrous Beasts
Martin Ursell

Summary
Kids can frighten their friends, scare their sisters, and bother their brothers with dreadful drawings
of menacing monsters

The perfect book for complete beginners or budding artists, this handbook has step-by-step
guidelines for getting started; tips on color, shape, technique, and materials; and useful notes on
how to use a sketchbook. It's packed with fantastic pictures and wonderful ideas on how to draw all
sorts of fearsome monsters, mythical beasts, ghastly ghouls, and terrifying creatures. It also
includes weird and wonderful facts about monsters.
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b small publishing
9781902915975
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$7.99/$9.99 Can.
Discount Code: LON
Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Ages 6 to 9, Grades 1 to 4
Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Art
JNF006020
Series: You Can Draw

9 in W | 11 in H | 0.2 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

You Can Draw Wild Animals
How to Observe and Draw Favourite Wild Animals
Martin Ursell

Summary
Venture into the wild and learn to draw animals using the clear and simple tips in this book
The perfect book for complete beginners or budding artists, this handbook has step-by-step
guidelines for getting started; tips on color, shape, technique, and materials; and useful notes on
how to use a sketchbook. It's packed with beautiful pictures of favorite and exotic animals created in
pencil, ink, chalk, watercolor, and felt-tip. It also includes fascinating animals facts.
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